EDEN | CENTER TABLES
MONDRIAN | SIDEBOARD

imm Cologne

THE INTERNATIONAL INTERIORS SHOW - 19 – 25 JANUARY 2015

Right at the start of every year, imm Cologne – The international Interiors Show presents new international furniture and the upcoming year’s interior trends, surprising visitors with numerous market-ready
innovations. At imm, you’ll find a wide variety of interior design ideas for every room, every style and
every requirement.
It is the first choice for renowned international exhibitors and industry stakeholders from all over the
world, gathering over 142.000 visitors from 137 countries worldwide.
Find us at the Koelnmesse Exhibition Centre with our partner Brabbu: Hall 10.1, Stand 19.

Here are some of our most iconic pieces which we will exhibit at IMM:

APOLLO | MIRROR

GUGGENHEIM | CABINET

EDEN SERIES | CENTER TABLES

APOLLO | MIRROR
Drawing inspiration from the Olympian God of Light and the Son, and one of the most recognized Gods of
Ancient Greece, the generously sized Apollo mirror features a highly decorative starburst shape, capable of
enhancing any interior environment.
EDEN SERIES | TABLE
Over the years, the Eden tables have become a favourite among art collectors and design aficionados alike,
leading us to create a series of different sized tables which can be combined and adapted in various ways,
meeting our different users’ needs and tastes
GUGGENHEIM PATCH | CABINET
The internationally renowned art museum and one of the most significant architectural icons of the 20th
century, the Guggenheim Museum, was the main inspiration for this exquisite Cabinet. Hand crafted by
talented artisans using traditional methods and the finest of materials, the Guggenheim cabinet is ideal for
storing glassware and fine silver collectibles, effortlessly complimenting any classic or modern interior
setting.
MONDRIAN | SIDEBOARD
Considered an art piece rather than utilitarian furniture, the Mondrian Sideboard undoubtedly constitutes
a unique and collectable object that is different from anything else, which exudes a sense of both experimental design and luxury.

MONET | CENTER TABLE
SOHO | CONSOLE

SOHO | CONSOLE
The Soho Console, based on the Soho Sideboard, features a collection of wooden drawers finished in
mirror and black glass with etched detailing, gold leaf, diamond matched rosewood veneer, high gloss blue
or pink lacquer, and white lacquer with hand carved relief patterning. It’s classic traits blend perfectly with
its modern design, making it an elegant and contemporary piece.

MONET | CENTER TABLE
The Monet Centre Table is an immersive piece that manifests the magic of Boca do Lobo’s universe and
design concept. It’s metallic table-tops are supported by a geometric base, creating a beautifully balanced
contrast of shapes and materials.
http://www.bocadolobo.com/press/pressarea.php

Meet us there…
WHERE: KOELNMESSE EXHIBITION CENTRE,
COLOGNE | HALL 10.1 – STAND 19

ABOUT US
Boca do Lobo emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their
wisdom from years of experience to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest
technological methods to shape the finest materials into furniture which gives rise to timeless
luxurious cosmopolitan environments.
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